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Introduction
As an essential part of the fabric of the University, the faculty and staff of the Libraries tailor scholarly
information services and resources to support the successful teaching, discovery, and clinical care
mission of the institution. Our values of collegiality, compassion, excellence, inclusivity, integrity, and
leadership are woven into our delivery of resources and services.
We meet the distinctive needs of two campuses via Reese Library on the Summerville campus and
Greenblatt Library on the Health Sciences campus and we also provide outreach to our faculty, staff,
and students located around the state of Georgia.
The following aspects of our Strategic Plan guide us:
We Teach the principles of information literacy and evidence-based health care through our embedded
and liaison service models and in targeted clinical settings; and we integrate the University’s historical
and scholarly record into the curriculum.
We Are Researchers through the pursuit of external funding, the careful selection and organization of
scholarly and historical information, and the provision of research and data management consultation.
We Serve as volunteers and on committees for our Libraries, University, and profession, and through
outreach to the community.
We Are Stewards of the Libraries’ human, physical, and financial resources through appropriate
staffing, partnerships and agreements, and through continuous assessment of resources.
We Optimize Our Space for study, collaboration, and learning while ensuring quality, function, safety,
comfort, and technology.
We Promote Our Libraries through programs and events, and through internal and external media
opportunities.
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We Teach
the principles of information literacy and evidence-based health care through our embedded liaison service
models and in targeted clinical settings; and we integrate the University’s historical and scholarly record into
the curriculum.
The first instance of an embedded
librarian on the Summerville
campus was successfully piloted in
the English and Foreign Languages
Department. The librarian spent four
hours per week in the Department
assisting with student and faculty
research needs, as well as providing
guest lectures in their classes.

The Cyber liaison served on the
Cyber Institute Advisory Committee,
participating in a tour of Fort Gordon
and NSA Georgia and attending
the Cyber Education Summit and a
Lunch and Learn session with the
Cyber Institute Director. The liaison
chaired the research/grants sub-team
to the advisory committee, leading
an effort to identify sources for
cyber education grants and online
databases. The Institute collaborated
with the University Libraries to fund
the purchase of three new subscription
databases to support cyber studies.
The Hull College of Business liaison
served as a judge for a project required
in the Managerial Leadership course
(MGMT 6510), providing increased
student interaction and an opportunity to see the final product resulting
from the research assistance given.

The Psychology liaison provided a list
of relevant Open Educational Resources
to the Department to assist in securing
an Affordable Learning Georgia
(ALG) Textbook Transformation
Grant to adopt OpenStax Textbooks
for its Introduction to General
Psychology course.
After assisting with an accreditation
visit, the Music Department liaison
created a library skills curriculum
specifically for music majors and
minors. Material was created and
delivered via an instructional session
and a web-based resource guide.
Students were assessed by an interactive
quiz and hands-on exercise.
An embedded librarian service was
established at the Cancer Center
that included attendance at cancer
center lectures and participation in
service activities.

The Dental College embedded
librarian provided a class on PubMed
searching for evidence-based
dentistry in support of the critical
thinking requirement of the
dental curriculum. Other activities
included literature searches for
faculty and residents, participation in

curriculum committee and Information
Technology Advisory Council
(ITAC) meetings of the College, and
completion of a grant-supported field
study of evidence-based activity of
dental students with off-campus dental
preceptors.

During the summer, librarians taught
information literacy instruction
sessions for students in the Student
Educational Enrichment Program,
or SEEP program, a pipeline program
targeted to encourage underrepresented
high school and college students to
pursue careers in medicine and the
health sciences. They led a library
orientation for 25 Intermediate and
Advanced SEEP students, which focused
on issues of copyright and using medical
databases. In addition, they taught
a five-session information literacy
session for 22 Pre-Collegiate SEEP
students. The five-session class was
taught simultaneously to 12 students in
Augusta and an additional 10 students
located off-site in Savannah, using
WebEx to broadcast the instruction
to Savannah. The Pre-College SEEP
course focused on identifying scholarly
resources, rating websites for their
trustworthiness, copyright and citation,
and navigating library resources and
academic databases.
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The Allied Health embedded librarian
taught the Public Health Informatics course for four weeks and
also taught guest lectures on research,
search strategies, citation management,
and plagiarism. Other activities included assistance with literature searching
and systematic review projects, participation in departmental meetings, and
attendance at their Faculty Council and
ITAC meetings.
The embedded librarian for the College
of Nursing offered orientations, small
group sessions, and guest lectures
for undergraduate and graduate
students on topics such as evidencebased practice (EBP), search strategies,
and documentation for projects and
dissertations. Other activities included
attending academic affairs and ITAC
meetings and performing a meta-analysis search for a faculty member. Within
the AU Health environment, literature
searches were provided to the EBP
Council to provide evidence for their
decision-making.
Activities of the embedded librarian in
the Institute of Public and Preventive
Health included uploading all faculty
posters and presentations to Scholarly Commons, providing literature
searches, document retrieval, teaching guest lecture for Summer Scholars
group, and attending meetings. As a
member of the editorial staff for the
Journal of the Georgia Public Health Association, the librarian submitted the journal for consideration to indexing services,
established durable object identifiers for
each article, secured archiving services,
and advised on Open Access issues.

A librarian is embedded full time in the
AU/UGA Medical Partnership as a core
educator for the medical students.
Teaching activities were fully integrated into the curriculum and included
evidence-based medicine topics and
facilitation in the community health and
population health components of the
curriculum. Other activities included
supporting teaching activities of the
basic science and clinical faculty, maintaining an appropriate medical collection, and assisting faculty and students
with their technology needs.

The embedded clinical librarian for
the Children’s Hospital of Georgia and
AU Health attended morning report
and provided literature and information summaries on topics for the
Departments of Pediatrics and Family Medicine. Rounds were attended
and point of care information, patient
literature and research into topics were
provided for students and residents.
The librarian attended meetings for the
Translational Research Group in the
Department of Medicine, the Clinical
Informatics Advisory Council for elec-
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tronic health record implementation,
and the Orders Set Working Group,
providing guidelines and evidencebased resource links. As the embedded
librarian for the Medical College of
Georgia, the clinical librarian taught
in the Evidence-Based Medicine
Modules for the first and second year
medical students.
Three library faculty taught four
sections of Inquiry 1000, a one credit
discussion-based course for undergraduates. The Inquiry 1000 theme for the
year was “food.” “Obi Wan Didn’t Eat in
the Library: Ingesting Library Knowledge” and “Consuming the Brain: Zombies, Culture, and the Living (Dead)
Library” were offered in spring 2016
and “Digesting the Moving Image” was
offered in fall 2015 and spring 2016.
A librarian served on the Liaison
Committee on Medical Education
(LCME) Self-Study Committee to
review faculty preparation, educational
resources, and learning environment
standards for the successful reaccreditation of the Medical College. LCME
preparations included a curriculum
retreat and mock site visit. Librarians
met with medical students and faculty to review embedded services and
resources, and responded to mock team
questions regarding the library’s role
on all medical school campuses. The
curriculum role expanded with librarians joining evidence-based medicine
(EBM) and interprofessional education
subcommittees.
Awards for our Teaching are listed in
the Appendix.
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We Are Researchers
through the pursuit of external funding, the careful selection and organization of scholarly information, and
the provision of research and data management consultation.
Close to 3,000 scholarly works by
Augusta University faculty and students
are open access via the institution’s
repository, Scholarly Commons. The
repository, managed by the Scholarly
Communications Librarian, has over
140,000 total downloads from countries
around the world, including Germany,
Ukraine, China, and India.
New Research Guides web pages
created during the year include the
topics of archives, research services,
subject headings and call numbers, and
leadership resources. The Research
Guides help the user discover
research resources by providing
links to relevant databases, books,
journals, and websites, as well as research
and technical assistance. Currently there
are over 175 guides covering 48 subjects.
The content is updated regularly and
links can be added to faculty syllabi.
Free consultations are offered
on Data Management Planning
(DMP), an essential part of successful
research funding. A research guide on
the Libraries’ website contains agency
requirements, tools, tutorials, and other
resources for DMP.
Two Reese Library librarians were
chosen as inaugural Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning Fellows. As part
of this Fellowship, each participant used
evidence-based research methods to
examine effective teaching and learning,
requiring peer review and public
dissemination. One project evaluated
using a threshold concept, adapted
from the Framework for Information

Literacy in Higher Education of the
Association of College and Research
Libraries, to determine if learning in
single-session information literacy
instruction improved over using a
traditional skills-based instruction.
The other project, conducted with the
interim department chair of the English
and Foreign Languages Department,
explored the creation and teaching
of an American
Literature
survey course
using freelyavailable texts,
and examined
student attitudes
and level of
engagement.
Augusta University health sciences
librarians provide an embedded librarian
model by moving outside of the
physical library to provide specialized
assistance and deeper involvement in
the colleges to which they are assigned.
A research project was undertaken to
systematically demonstrate that
the embedded librarian program
improves visibility and relations
with research and teaching faculty.
While there are models that describe
different levels of embeddedness, there
are no methods or instruments for
evaluating the success of an embedded
librarian program in an academic health
sciences setting. The study focused
on the development of a standardized
assessment instrument to reflect the
value of library embedded services to
academic health centers and health care
systems. Embedded librarians settled on

three areas of data to help show growth
and success of the embedded program.
These areas included: reference data, a
campus survey on use and perception,
and individual and class evaluations.
The research group has been collecting
reference data since inception, and an
initial survey was delivered in spring
2015. The group is now collecting
evaluation data and working on a paper
that explores what a
healthy and successful
embedded ecosystem
looks like and how
reference transactions, a
perception survey, and
evaluations can be used
to demonstrate this.
A National Network
of Libraries of Medicine, Southeastern
Atlantic Region 2 Express Planning
and Assessment Award was funded to
measure the amount of evidencebased activity at dental preceptor
sites. Findings determined that the
student and dental preceptors have
incomplete understanding of evidencebased dentistry. Based on this outcome,
opportunities for the librarian to
teach evidence-based dentistry for
dental students will be pursued and
a continuing education course about
evidence-based dentistry will be
developed for Georgia dentists.
Librarians and staff have produced an
array of scholarly publications and
have obtained and successfully completed external funding projects. For
a complete listing, see the Appendix.
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We Serve
as volunteers and on committees for our Libraries, University, and profession through outreach to the
community.
The Augusta University Libraries
Team participated in the March
5 American Heart Association
Heart Walk. Through fundraising events such as Pie the Team
Captain, candygrams, and Casual
Dress Day, the team exceeded
their goal of raising $800 for the
Association.
Reese Library participated in the
Jaguar Production Crew’s ClubFest
in fall semester 2015, staffing a
tropical-themed information table,
discussing resources, and handing
out popsicles to attendees.
University Libraries participated in
New Student Orientation with
activities geared toward first-year
and transfer students. As part of
the Walk Down Jaguar Lane event,
library resources and services were
showcased by staff at an information
table, and Reese Library developed a
short presentation and a “Journey to
the Center of Reese Library” scavenger hunt to familiarize students with
the Library’s services and building.
Librarians participated in the annual Costa Layman Health Fair
in Trenton, SC on July 17, 2015.
With a Spanish language translator, handouts were distributed with
consumer health information.

The American Library Association/
National Endowment for the
Humanities awarded the Libraries a
“Latino Americans: 500 Years of
History” grant. Twelve film screening
and discussion sessions, lectures, and
roundtables focusing on the history of
Latinos in the United States and Augusta
were held during the academic year.
These free public events, which culminated in an end of the series celebration on May
15, were held at Augusta University, the Augusta-Richmond County Public Library, and
the Columbia County Library. A total of 372 people attended the series’ events. As a part
of the Latino Americans series, two librarians recorded oral histories and photographed
mementos from community members who have been involved in the local Hispanic/
Latino community. The digital files are available on a website (http://guides.augusta.edu/
latinoaugusta) created to share these materials publicly.
Greenblatt and Reese Libraries each hosted
Finals Frenzy, a popular week of events
to relieve stress of students during fall and
spring final exams. Events included free
coffee and snacks, visits from therapy dogs,
a putting green, and coloring and bubble
wrap stations.
Two librarians attended the State National
History Day in April and served as project
judges for the competition.
Librarians provided an instructional
session for Augusta University PRIDE
participants (Programs to Increase
Diversity Among Individuals Engaged
in Health-Related Research) on National
Institutes of Health (NIH) scholarly
products and services during their Summer
Institute in July 2015. PRIDE matches
experienced mentors with new minority
biomedical research faculty to enhance
research skills and career development of
young investigators.
The Greenblatt Library, in conjunction
with the Augusta-Richmond County
Public Library, hosted a year-long series of
health education and health literacy
presentations. The Health Literacy

Lecture Series provided interactive classes
for minority populations in the Augusta
area on important health topics. Topics
included searching for consumer health
information on diabetes, hypertension,
sickle cell disease, Alzheimer’s disease, living
with low vision and asthma. Presentations
included hands-on demonstrations. They
were held the first Tuesday of the month at
the main public library on Telfair Street and
rotated through the branch libraries on the
third Tuesday of the month. Attendance for
the presentation series was between 40-50
people.
Four librarians are currently rotating
through the Children’s Hospital of Georgia
each Thursday morning to take turns
reading to hospitalized children in the
six waiting areas on the third and sixth
floors, with more faculty and staff assisting
as they complete their hospital volunteer
review.
Librarians serve on professional,
university, and community
organizations and committees at the
local and national level. A complete listing
is in the Appendix.
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We Are Stewards
of the Libraries’ human, physical, and financial resources through appropriate staffing, partnerships and
agreements, and through continuous assessment of resources.
The Libraries are migrating to a new
integrated library system, Alma,
as chosen by the University System of
Georgia (USG). Voyager, the current
system that has been used since the late
1990’s, is nearing the end of its lifecycle.
Alma, owned by Ex Libris Group,
will provide library users a quick and
user-friendly experience to discover
new resources via the library catalog.
Search capabilities and subject headings
will be enhanced, making the unique
collections of our libraries discoverable.
In addition, the University Libraries will
be able to better manage our print and
digital collections. During the year, the
University Libraries formed a core team
to guide the Alma implementation. The
primary and secondary institutional
leads completed an intensive
training course to become Ex Libris
Certified Alma Administrators.
The team has worked closely with the
USG Alma project director as well as
contacts across the University System to
remediate current Voyager data issues
and to plan for an implementation date
of May 2017.

tion has been systematically reviewed
and items weeded, with the resulting
space able to be repurposed. As part
of this comprehensive review, the
Regional Depository Librarian from
the University of Georgia visited the
Library in June 2016 to give guidance
in the review and weeding processes,
reinforcing proper policies and procedures to follow, and ensuring adherence
to mandated federal requirements.

An 18 month review of the
book collection was completed
by Greenblatt, weeding 45% of the
collection. Librarians reviewed their
subject specialty and received faculty
feedback
in the final
decision
to keep or
withdraw
books from
the collection.
Reese Library
completed
reviewing
collections in
geography,
As a member of the Federal Deposianthropology,
tory Library Program since 1962,
recreation, and medicine, and began
Reese Library has added a vast number reviewing its collections in philosophy,
of Government Publishing Office docu- religion, and psychology (4% of the total
ments to its collections. To support the collection). Reese Library weeded over
curriculum and research and to provide 8,000 print volumes this year and has
easier and more immediate access, Reese weeded about 1.7% of the total print
Library is acquiring government
collection.
information primarily in electronic
format. Links to the electronic docuBoth Libraries continue their review
ments can be embedded into syllabi and of the journal collection. In January,
online classrooms, providing conveGreenblatt developed weeding guidenient and remote access. The Library’s lines to preserve its rich and unique
print government information collec-

heritage while removing print materials that are no longer useful. Duplicate
titles with perpetual online access are
being withdrawn as are titles no longer
relevant to the institutional mission.
Reese Library weeded 625 volumes of
107 short-run journal titles. In addition,
302 microfilm titles that included 4,000
pieces were weeded, the collection was
condensed, and the cabinets containing the collection were moved to a new
location.
Initial processing of the Pilgrim
Health and Life Insurance Papers,
the archive of a major Augusta based
African-American business held by
Reese Library,
began during
the spring
semester. A
student from
the University
of Alabama’s
Library and
Information
Studies
Department
served as
an archives
intern in
Reese Library. The intern spent 150
hours during the semester working
on the Pilgrim Papers. Office records
were chosen as the initial area of
concentration and the intern processed
eight boxes and completed a finding aid
for these materials. This initial work
uncovered rich sources of information
for future researchers regarding
business practices of a southern African
American business as well as aspects of
race relations during the early 1960s.
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The University Libraries received
Confucius Institute artifacts to display. Beautiful calligraphy hangs behind
the reference desk along with physical
artifacts at the Greenblatt Library. The
Reese Library cataloged a variety of
Chinese music instruments donated by
the Confucius Institute and these are
located in the music department. An
additional 150 Hanban books have been
purchased and will be made available on
both campuses on the topics of Chinese
culture in the areas of art, history, traditional Chinese medicine, and music.
In April 2016, the Libraries acquired
Inter-university Consortium for
Political and Social Research (ICPSR),
the world’s largest collection of
digital social science data from the
University of Michigan, through the
support of the AU Office of Research
Administration. Data cover topics
from sociology, political science,
economics, demography, education,
child care, health care, crime, minority
populations, aging, terrorism, substance
abuse, mental health, public policy, and
international relations. All Augusta
University faculty, staff, and students
have access to the extensive ICPSR
data holdings through the University
Libraries database page.

The Libraries acquired the fifth edition
of Bates Visual Guide to Physical
Examination. The new edition features
completely updated videos on
clinical skills on head-to-toe and
systems-based physical examination
techniques for the (Advanced)
Assessment or Introduction to Clinical
Medicine course.

Based on the data from last year’s pilot
study and with University administration
funding and approval, Reese Library
began extended hours for the fall
2015 semester. The Library stays open
With generous funding from the
until 2:00 am Sunday through Thursday
Cyber Institute, the University
nights, and until 7:00 pm on Friday and
Libraries added three new dataSaturday nights. All those without an
bases to support cyber studies:
IEEE Explore, Safari Books Online and AU JagCard identification must leave the
building and those entering must swipe
Faulkner Advisory for IT Studies.
their JagCards at the Library front door
after 10:30 pm each Sunday through
Hola Augusta, a newspaper
documenting the history of Latino Thursday. Public Safety officers make
Americans in Augusta, was donated multiple rounds throughout the Library
each night. Two full-time and one partto Reese Library’s Special Collections
time staff members were added and books
in April 2016 as an outgrowth of
and other materials remain available for
the University Libraries National
check out during extended hours. Based
Endowment for the Humanities/
American Library Association “Latino on the pilot feedback, a coffee machine
Americans: 500 Year of History” grant was made available and users could
purchase a cup/coffee pod/condiments
project. This newspaper is no longer
combo from the Jaguar Student Activity
in production and is available as a
Center vending machine located right
complete run spanning 2006-2011.

across from the Library entrance.
User counts and unobtrusive behavior
mapping were continued as assessment
methods. A survey administered after
fall semester provided positive feedback,
including reporting that respondents
felt safe in the building during extended
hours. Extended hours are discontinued
during the summer and return in the fall
semester.
New dental resources include a new
journal from SAGE Publishing, JDR
Clinical & Translational Research and
the addition of nine dental titles added to
the Greenblatt Library Core Book collection.
The new LGBT Health Care Portal
presents a variety of resources in one
location. LGBT patients are able to find
consumer information sites, healthcare
equality information (including insurance and documentation resources),
major LGBT health organizations,
and local resources. Providers can find
information on creating a LGBT friendly
environment, teaching about LGBT
patient care, teaching LGBT students,
medical and mental health resources, and
major medical organizations that support
LGBT health.
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We Optimize Our Spaces
for study, collaboration, and learning while ensuring quality, function, safety, comfort, and technology.
Reese Library underwent more than twelve months of reconfigurations
and renovations for two good causes: replacing the entire heating, ventilating,
and air condition (HVAC) system for the building, and making room for other
campus services to share library building space. While work spaces were being
disrupted, staff were focused on keeping
things as convenient as possible for the
user.
Work began in November 2015 on the
renovation of the heating, ventilating, and air conditioning system,
replacing the original system installed
when the building was built in 1976. The
work was conducted in phases working from the third floor downward. During
the first phase of the third floor work, the book collection was shifted to temporary locations to provide continued access. During the second phase, books had
to be left in the work area, but Access Services staff donned hardhats to retrieve
requested items, also bringing nearby books to assist user browsing. First floor
renovations were subdivided into smaller phases due to the high traffic in the
area. Staff were moved into temporary locations within the building during
work on their areas. Work in the entrance and lobby area and up the main stairs
was completed at night to minimize access issues.
During the summer of 2016, Reese Library began an internal makeover in
preparation for welcoming new campus services into the Library building. New carpeting was laid, the walls painted in the public areas on all three
floors, and new flooring added to the entrance and a section of the second
floor. Staff areas have been renovated and reconfigured for staff displaced due
to the new
use of spaces.
Weeding and
shifting of the
government
information
collection on
the second
floor provided
an open space
for computers,
and technical
assistance will

be overseen by the University’s Information
Technology Services. The Office of Experiential Learning, responsible for implementing the University’s Quality Enhancement
Plan, relocated to the Reese Library building
in April. Library space will also be shared
with Information Technology with lending of equipment and technical assistance
made available at the Information Desk on
the first floor. We look forward to fostering
new and mutually beneficial relationships
with the new offices in the library building.
The Historical Collections and
Archives Room in Greenblatt Library
was recently given a small renovation.
The walls received a new coat of paint and
the exhibit of portraits was rehung. The
portraits represent esteemed faculty members

and alumni of Augusta University’s legacy
institution on the Health Sciences Campus.
The portraits are arranged chronologically
according to when the person served on
the faculty. There are 20 faculty portraits
beginning with Dr. Milton Antony, founder
of the Medical College of Georgia. In the
background of his portrait is the original
Medical College of Georgia building where
he is buried. The last portrait is of Dr. Philip
Dow, chair of the Physiology Department,
1960-1971. The oldest portraits were painted
in the mid-19th century while the newest
one was painted in 2008.
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We Promote Our Libraries
through programs and events, and through internal and external media opportunities.
National Library Week
was celebrated from April
10-16. Based on the American Library Association
Read posters, twelve Read
posters were created and
posted at the Reese Library
Information Desk and on
university social media accounts. Each poster featured
a Library faculty or staff
member holding a book from
the Reese Library collection with accompanying text
stating why the staff member
enjoyed that book. The project familiarized users with
library employees, especially
those who work behind the
scenes, and highlighted the
variety of books available in
the collection.
Greenblatt Library celebrated
National Medical Libraries
Month with cupcakes and prizes
for library users. The month of
October was designated by the
Medical Library Association to raise
awareness of the importance of
health information professionals and
their impact on education, research
and patient care.
Two art exhibits were displayed
in the Reese Library Second
Floor Gallery. LiHong Li, visiting
Confucius Institute artist from
Nanjing, China, displayed her
landscape paintings July 1-August
26, and she donated one of her
paintings to the Confucius Institute.
Frieda Dean, Art Department faculty

timeline of the lifetime literary output
of the late Edward J. Cashin, Professor
Emeritus of History (September); the
biographical details of the life of Mary
Carter Winter, a reporter and activist
who was a groundbreaking local journalist
for the Augusta Chronicle (March); and
the accomplishments of Georgia women
(March).
Augusta University and University of
Georgia Student Scientific and Medical
Illustration Exhibition ran during May
at the Greenblatt Library. More than 50
pieces of scientific and medical illustration
were displayed. The illustrations were
created by students in the BFA program
in scientific illustration at the University
of Georgia and in the medical illustration
graduate program at Augusta University.

member, displayed her multimedia
exhibit, September 21-November 30.
Several displays highlighted
Special Collections materials.
Two displays in the Reese Library
lobby were created to support the
Sand Hills Writers’ Series held on
November 2. One focused on local
authors who figured into the Series
retrospective on past workshops and
the other highlighted the papers of
Edison Marshall, a former resident
of Augusta and sports journalist
who had an international reputation
as a writer of historical novels.
The University Libraries hold the
largest collection of Marshall Papers
in the country. Additional Special
Collections exhibits included a

October was Georgia Archives Month.
Reese Library’s Special Collections
presented Augusta in World War I:
Snapshots from the South. This exhibit
focused on the role of Camp Hancock,
a military training camp in Augusta, and
highlighted the collections containing
World War I material. A lecture to support
the exhibit was given by Dr. Russell Brown,
a military historian and published author,
on the history of Camp Hancock.
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The University Libraries celebrated
Fair Use Week from February 22-26,
2016 to acknowledge the important
doctrine of fair use, an essential
limitation and exception to copyright
under certain circumstances. Fair
Use Week provided an opportunity
to explain and discuss fair use and
celebrate successful stories.
The Libraries hosted the second
annual Faculty Authors Reception

in September at Reese Library with
over 100 faculty and staff attending.
A special display of books by faculty
whose works were part of the Libraries’
Faculty Author Collection was
exhibited. Deb Barshafsky, strategist
of the Augusta University Heritage
Project, presented the Project’s new
book, Shared Legacies: A Pictorial History
of Georgia Regents University, as a part of
the program.
Constitution Day (September
17) was commemorated by the
Libraries with various student
activities, and the events culminated
in a talk by Dr. Mike Searles, retired
Assistant Professor of History,
entitled “The Constitution: A Living
Document.”
Banned Books Week (September
23-October 3) featured a University
Libraries-produced resource guide
and information table with FYI fliers
on book censorship, trivia games for
students using information about
banned books, and a space to discuss

censorship and freedom of speech issues
with interested students.
National History Day (NHD)
Research Round-Up was held on
October 17. Activities are conducted
by libraries across the state on various
days in October to introduce National
History Day participants to research
skills and library resources. At the State
National History Day, two librarians
from Reese Library served as project
judges for the competition. University
Libraries was also represented at the
State National History Day in April.
The ceremony and reception honoring
the Building a Culture of Peace for the
Children of the World exhibit was
held in Reese Library on November
30. Reese Library was one of the cosponsors of this two-day exhibit hosted
by the College of Education.
The third Annual Shine a Light
on University Ghosts was held on
October 31. This community event
featured a tour of the Summerville
Campus highlighting the locations of
the University’s “ghosts.” Volunteers
in period costume retold ghost stories
while the tour guide provided evidence
about the real people behind the
legends.
To commemorate the Augusta
Fire of 1916, two events were held on
March 22 sponsored by Reese Library
Special Collections. A slide show
using newspapers and photographs
from the collections ran continually
during the day, documenting the fire.
A guest lecture was given by Erick
Montgomery, Executive Director of
Historic Augusta, Inc.
The Harry Potter’s World: Renaissance
Science, Magic, and Medicine traveling
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exhibition from the National Library
of Medicine was on display in the
Greenblatt Library from February
15 to March 26, 2016. The exhibit
showed how Harry Potter’s magical
world is partially based on Renaissance
traditions that played an important role
in the development of Western science.
The Greenblatt Library’s History of
the Health Sciences Lecture Series
sponsored three lectures during the
year. Dr. Russell Moores gave a lecture
on “The Chronicle of George and
Procuring Specimens for the Teaching
of Anatomy.” George is a mummified
body discovered in 1913 in the Old
Medical College of Georgia Building on
Telfair Street after the College moved
to today’s Augusta University Health
Sciences campus. In collaboration
with the hosted National Library of
Medicine exhibit Harry Potter’s World,
Dr. Wendy Turner shared “A Fine Line
between Magic and Science: Medieval
and Renaissance Pseudo-Scientific
Thinking and J.K. Rowling’s Harry
Potter.” A big crowd of Harry Potter
fans attended this lecture. The final

lecture of the year was given by Tom
Robertson. He recently published a
book, Resisting Sherman: A Confederate
Surgeon’s Journal and the Civil War in the
Carolinas, 1865 on the author’s ancestor,
Dr. Francis Marion Robertson, who
served as a surgeon in the Confederate
army.
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Appendix
Awards and Recognition
American Library Association
New Member Roundtable Professional Development
Attendance Award
Recipient: Erin Prentiss, Reese Library
This award of $1,000 helped support attendance at the ALA
Annual Conference in Orlando in June 2016.
Augusta University Educational Innovation Institute
Teaching Scholars Fellowship
Recipient: Peter Shipman, Greenblatt Library
This award facilitates the formation and development as
a health professions educator and as an educational expert
and leader within the department and the broader Augusta
University.
Augusta University Libraries
Outstanding Library Faculty Award
Recipient: Melissa Johnson, Reese Library
The recipient was selected by her peers for her active
professional involvement during the past year. She is a
Modern Languages Association Bibliography Fellow and
a reviewer for the journal College
and Undergraduate Libraries. She is
a 2015-16 Scholarship of Teaching
and Learning Fellow where she and
a colleague piloted and researched
an open access English textbook.
She also piloted the first embedded
librarian program in the English and
Foreign Languages Department and
advises for the new undergraduate
student research journal.
Augusta University Libraries
Third Annual Staff Awards
Recipients: David Kearns and Tamara Brewster
Each year the Augusta University Libraries recognize the
important role of staff in providing excellent customer
service and maintaining the libraries’ services. David and
Tamara each received a certificate, flowers, and $250.

David’s nomination cited remarkable initiative and critical
thinking skills, as well as willingness to assist. He has
been a key player for the weeding project in Government
Information. He is also a member of the ALMA
Implementation Team,
and has played a part in
Library programming
for Finals Frenzy and
the 2016 Peace Exhibit.
Tamara’s nomination
stated that she strives to
provide customer service
to everyone, whether they
are students or faculty,
or her co-workers in the Greenblatt Library. Projects that
Tamara worked on in the past year include withdrawing
over 9,000 books during the book weeding project,
writing a grant for the Ronald McDonald House on health
information resources, and co-authoring a poster for a
regional medical association meeting. Tamara is currently
aiding in the Alma migration data clean-up project.
Association of College & Research Libraries
Assessment in Action: Academic Libraries and
Student Success Award
Principal Investigator: Fay Verburg, Reese Library
Grant Team members: Pam Hayward and Will Bryant,
Department of Communication; Winona Hatcher,
Information Technology Support and Services
This grant was a 14-month professional development
program that included a cohort-based learning community
and team-based activities. Augusta University was one of 55
institutional teams to participate. The results of the campus
team assessment project were presented at the American
Library Association Annual Conference and Exhibition
in June. The project, entitled “Integrating and Assessing
Information Literacy Skills in a Core Curriculum Class,”
examined outcomes of student success and information
literacy through library instruction.
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Publications
Articles

Colombo, C., Baer, S., Blake, L., Bollag, W.B.,
Colombo, R., Diamond, M., ... Nahman, N.S.
(2016). A departmental initiative for clinical
and translational research. Journal of Investigative
Medicine, 64(5), 1001-1005. http://dx.doi.
org/10.1136/jim-2016-000089

Mears, K. (2016). Marketing plan for Robert B.
Greenblatt, M.D. Library and Reese Library. In V.S.
Gordon, & P.C. Higginbottom (Eds.), Marketing
for special and academic libraries: A planning and
best practices sourcebook (pp. 22-24). Lanham, MD:
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers.

Connolly-Brown, M., Mears, K., & Johnson, M.
(2016). Reference for the remote user through
embedded librarianship. Reference Librarian, 57(3),
165-181. http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/02763877.2015
.1131658

Reviews

Deutsch K., Gaines J.K., Hill J.R., Nuss M.A. (2016)
iPad experience during clinical rotations from
seven medical schools in the United States: Lessons
learned. Medical Teacher, 1-5. http://dx.doi.org/10.3
109/0142159X.2016.1170778
Johnson, M. (2015). Wilde about weeding: An
earnest effort in collection development. Charleston
Conference Proceedings, 2014, 219-222. http://dx.doi.
org/10.5703/1288284315573
Waggoner-Angleton, C. (2016). Fighting the great
conflagration: the fire of 1916. Richmond County
History, 47(1), 24-28
Wilkins T., Agabin E., Blake L. (2015).
Effectiveness of selective serotonin reuptake
inhibitors for irritable bowel syndrome.
American Family Physician, 92(9). http://dx.doi.
org/10.1177/1060028014528151

Book Chapters

Feher, V., & Mears, K. (2015). When libraries
combine: Creating a Georgia Regents University
Libraries website. In S. Holder, & A. Lannon (Eds.),
Difficult decisions: Closing and merging academic
libraries (pp. 201-216). Chicago, IL: Association of
College & Research Libraries.

Bustos, R. (2015, October 15). [Review of the video
Bob Hope entertaining the troops: American entertainers
in World War II]. Library Journal, 140(17), 57.
Bustos, R. (2015, October 15). [Review of the video
Camp X-Ray]. Library Journal, 140(17), 55.
Davies, Kathy (2016) [Review of the book Breaking
Ground: My Life In Medicine, by Louis W. Sullivan].
Georgia Library Quarterly, Vol. 53: Iss. 1, Article 16.
Retrieved from http://digitalcommons.kennesaw.
edu/glq
Mann, B. J. (2016). [Review of the e-book The
world of ancient Rome: A daily life encyclopedia, by J.
W. Ermatinger]. Reference Reviews, 30(2), 48-49.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1108/RR-11-2015-0278
Weeks, T. (2016). Mindomo. [Review of
the software Mindomo] Retrieved from Art
Libraries Society of North America Multimedia &
Technology Reviews website: http://www.arlisna.
org/publications/multimedia-technology-reviews
Weeks, T. (2016). [Review of the book ‘I Have
Been So Many People:’ A Study of Lee Smith’s
Fiction, by Tanya Long Bennett]. Georgia Library
Quarterly, 53(2), article 18. Retrieved from http://
digitalcommons.kennesaw.edu/glq
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Funding
National Library of Medicine (NLM)
NLM Georgia Biomedical Informatics course (year 3)
Principal Investigator: Brenda Seago, University Libraries
Funding level: $1.7 million for 5 years
Year Three FY16 Funding: $413,492
The course exposed attendees to a diverse set of experiences
incorporating concepts, theories, and building blocks of
biomedical informatics and the ability to use informatics
to solve current health care challenges. Lecture topics
included Genomics, Natural Language Processing,
Controlled Terminology, NLM Resources, Public Health
Informatics, Imaging Informatics, Organizational Issues,
Disaster Informatics, Mathematical Modeling, Translational
Informatics, Clinical, Research Informatics, Informatics
Standards, and Research Issues in Biomedical Informatics.
Kathy Davies, Greenblatt Library, was one of the instructors.
National Endowment for the Humanities/American
Library Association
Latino Americans: 500 Years of History
Project Coordinator: Erin Prentiss, Reese Library
Grant Team: Heather Abdelnur, Associate Professor of
History, Christopher Botero, Assistant Professor of Spanish
Funding level: $10,000
Twelve film screening and discussion sessions, lectures, and
roundtables focusing on the history of Latinos were held.
National Network of Libraries of Medicine
Community Technology Improvement Award LGBT Health
Care Portal
Project Coordinator: Lindsay Blake, Greenblatt Library
Grant Team: David L. Kriegel II, Family Medicine
Funding level: $4,803
This award funded the creation of an online health care
portal for LGBT resources.

Express Planning and Assessment Award
Principal Investigator: Peter Shipman, Greenblatt Library
Grant Team: Julie Zadinsky, College of Nursing
Funding level: $5,915
This was awarded to measure the amount of evidence-based
activity at dental preceptor sites.
Health Literacy Pilot Project Award
Project Manager: Lindsay Blake, Greenblatt Library
Grant Team: Kristin Eberhart, Augusta-Richmond Public
Library and Vicki Burchfield, Greenblatt Library
Funding level: $2,376
The award focused on providing interactive consumer health
classes for minority populations in the Augusta area on
important health topics.
State and Regional Exhibiting Award, Nurse Practitioner
Associates for Continuing Education
Project Manager: Vicki Burchfield, Greenblatt Library
Funding level: $1,940
This award provided for attendance at the Nurse Practitioner
Associates for Continuing Education meeting. Information
was provided on free National Library of Medicine resources
to the attendees to improve knowledge of health care
information across the state.
Outreach to Ronald McDonald House Charities Augusta
Project Manager: Sandra Bandy, Greenblatt Library
Grant Team: Tamara Brewster
Funding level: $1,750
Access to health information resources was provided for the
Ronald McDonald House.
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Committees
Library Faculty serve on University Committees:
College of Allied Health Sciences Curriculum Committee
College of Allied Health Sciences Instructional Technology
Advisory Committee
College of Dental Medicine Curriculum Committee
College of Nursing Academic Affairs
College of Nursing Evidence-Based Practice Council
Convocation Planning
Cyber Institute Advisory Committee
Digital Measures Scholarly Works and Research Citation
Subteam
Faculty Advisory for Students in Transition
Faculty Club Planning Committee
Faculty Development Faculty Advisory Committee
Heart Walk, University Libraries
IGRU (I’m Giving. Are You?)
Institutional Effectiveness Planning Committee
Lyceum Committee
Medical Center
Clinical Informatics Advisory Committee
Orders Management Working Group
Medical College of Georgia
Communication Barriers Subcommittee
Curriculum Oversight Committee
LCME Review Committee Two
Interprofessional Education Subcommittee
Phase III Curriculum Committee
Phase 1/2 Curriculum Meeting
Translational Research Program Working Group
Quality Enhancement Plan
Literature Review and Core Teams
Curriculum and Assessment Committee
University Libraries Faculty Assembly
University Senate
Athletics Committee
Community Services
Curriculum and Academic Policies Committee
Dispute Resolution and Grievance
Faculty Development
Faculty Rights and Responsibilities
Governance and Communication, Faculty Evaluation of
Administrators
Senators
Student Affairs Scholarship and Financial Assistance
Subcommittee
Student Affairs Student Activity Fee Subcommittee

Library Faculty Serve on professional
organizations at the national level:

Access Services 2016 Program Planning Committee
American Library Association (ALA)
New Members Roundtable Membership, Promotion,
Diversity, and Recruitment Committee
New Members Roundtable Resume Review Service
Reference and User Services Association Reference
Services Section
Association of Academic Health Sciences Libraries (AAHSL)
Chicago Collaborative
Scholarly Communications Committee
Association of Colleges and Research Libraries of ALA
Education and Behavioral Sciences Section Online Learning
Research Committee
Law and Political Science Section Membership Committee
Literature in English Section
Science and Technology Section Publication Committee
University Libraries Section Technology in University
Libraries Committee
Digital Public Library of America Community Representative
Directory of Open Access Journals Associate Editor
Leadership and Management Association of ALA
Competencies Committee
Measurement, Evaluation, and Assessment Section
Marketing and Communications Committee
Library Leadership and Management Online Quarterly
Editorial Board
Medical Library Association
Competencies Revision Project
Darling Medal for Distinguished Achievement Jury
Grants and Scholarship Committee
Joint MLA/AAHSL Legislative Task Force
Joint National Program Committee for 2016 Toronto
Meeting
Leiter Lectureship Committee
Nursing and Allied Health Program Committee
Oral History Committee
Rittenhouse Award Jury
Rodgers Jury Award Committee
Toronto 2016 Meeting Posters Committee
NASIG
Continuing Education Committee
Student Outreach Committee
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National Library of Medicine Georgia Biomedical Informatics
Course Admissions Committee
Society of American Archivists RAO Teaching with Primary
Sources Resource Bank Bibliography Update Team
Special Libraries Association
Technology Advisory Council
Science Technology Division Professional Development
Committee

Library Faculty serve on professional organizations at the regional and state level:
Consortium of Biomedical Libraries of the South
Georgia Chapter of the Special Libraries Association
Georgia Library Association Scholarship Committee
Georgia Library Quarterly Reviewers
Georgia Public Health Association Editorial staff
Society of Georgia Archivists Education Committee
Southeastern Library Association

|

Constitution and Handbook Committee
Membership and Mentoring Committee
Outstanding Southeastern Author Award Committee
Resources and Technical Services Section
Rothrock Award Committee
Southern Chapter of the Medical Library Association
History Committee
Honors and Awards Committee
Membership Committee
Nominating Committee
Nursing and Allied Health Resource Section Program
Professional Development Committee
Strategic Planning Committee
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Statistics
The statistics continue to fluctuate due to library trends in general (e.g. decreased circulation due to online
access) and special projects (e.g. withdrawn volumes due to weeding projects). Below are statistics combined
from both libraries. Additional statistics of individual libraries are also available.

Greenblatt and Reese Libraries
FY15
4,094
2,569

FY16
4,054
2,616

% change
-1%
2%

338
7,790

297
7,480

-12%
-4%

GALILEO Full Text Articles Retrieved
GALILEO Searches

189,883
705,921

241,864
729,572

27%
3%

Gate Count

403,541

390,652

-3%

Library Website Page Views
Library Home Page Views
Library Website Visitor Sessions

349,689
178,284
108,071

265,710
168,329
105,146

-24%
-6%
-3%

Interlibrary Loans, Lend
Interlibrary Loans, Borrow
Instructional Sessions
Instructional Participants
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University Libraries Personnel as of June 30, 2016
Brenda Seago, PhD, Professor and Director, University
Libraries
Greenblatt Library, Health Sciences Campus
Faculty
Darra Ballance, Assistant Professor and AHEC Librarian
(part-time)
Sandra Bandy, Assistant Professor and Chair, Content
Management
Lindsay Blake, Associate Professor and Clinical Information
Librarian
Vicki Burchfield, Assistant Professor and Nursing Information
Librarian
Kathy Davies, Associate Professor and Associate Director of
Research
Lyn Dennison, Associate Professor, Rehire Retiree (part-time)
Natalie Logue, Instructor, Access Services Librarian
Kimberly Mears, Assistant Professor and Scholarly
Communications Librarian
Peter Shipman, Assistant Professor and Dental Medicine and
Cancer Librarian
Ansley Stuart, Instructor and Allied Health Sciences
Information Librarian
Staff
Bettina Askew, Medical Library Associate
Matt Atkinson, Medical Library Associate
Tamara Brewster, Medical Library Specialist 1
Sherri Brooks, Medical Library Specialist I
Marianne Brown, Business Manager
Keanna Council, Medical Library Assistant (part-time)
Cassandra Drapeau, Library Systems Analyst
Adrienne Hayes, Office Associate
Donna Herring, Office Coordinator
Dale McClung, Medical Library Associate
Bertina Miller, Medical Library Specialist I
Patricia Perry, Medical Library Associate
Renee Sharrock, Curator, Historical Collections and Archives
Shannon Terral, Medical Library Associate
Tammy Westafer, Temporary Professional
Augusta University/UGA Medical Partnership, Athens
Julie Gaines, Associate Professor and Head, Augusta
University/UGA Medical Partnership Campus Library

Reese Library, Summerville Campus
Barbara Mann, Associate Professor and Head Librarian
Faculty
Rodrigo Bustos, Assistant Professor and Assistant Director
for Library Systems
Maxwell Hackman, Instructor and Access Services Librarian
Melissa Johnson, Assistant Professor and Electronic Resources
and Serials Librarian
Li Ma, Instructor and Cataloging and Metadata Librarian
Erin Prentiss, Instructor and Reference and Instruction
Librarian
Fay Verburg, Assistant Professor and Chair, Reference and
Education Services
Carol Waggoner-Angleton, Assistant Professor and Special
Collections Librarian
Thomas Weeks, Instructor and Reference and Instruction
Librarian
Staff
Musa Abuwi, Reference Assistant (part time)
Caroline Akers, Library Assistant
Owen Angleton, Library Client Support Specialist I
Linda Brown, Office Specialist
Jann Chandler, Library Assistant
La’Favia Cummings, Student Assistant (part-time)
Jennifer Davis, Reference Assistant
Virginia Durham, Project Manager
Mandi Eady, Federal Work Study Student (part time)
Benjamin Evans, Student Assistant (part time)
Jordan Herbert, Student Assistant (part-time)
Jessica Huey, Library Assistant
Timothy Johnson, Library Clerk (part-time)
Alexis Joyner, Library Clerk (part-time)
David Kearns, Senior Library Assistant
Aspasia Luster, Library Assistant
Patricia Marcano, Acquisitions Specialist
Judy McAlhany, Library Clerk (part-time)
Katlyn Tuten, Student Assistant (part-time)
Lillian Wan, Library Assistant
Angel Weather, Federal Work Study Student (part time)
Matthew Whittington, Library Assistant
Karin Williams, Cataloging/Search Associate

Robert B. Greenblatt, M.D. Library

Reese Library

1439 Laney Walker Blvd.

2500 Walton Way

Augusta, GA 30912

Augusta, GA 30904

(706) 721-3441

(706) 737-1744

augusta.edu/library/greenblatt

augusta.edu/library/reese

